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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1965, Zadeh [9] extended in a simple and elegant way the concept of a 
“set” to that of a “fuzzy set” in order to provide a tool for more precise descrip- 
tion of collections encountered in real life. Since then various aspects of the theory 
of fuzzy sets have been studied and the theory has been used in the development 
of models in many areas of scientific research (cf. [8, 111). The notion of a fuzzy 
event and its probability measure was first introduced by Zadeh [IO]. This was 
the first attempt at providing a mathematical theory that accounts for the two 
fundamental modes of uncertainty encountered in most practical problems, 
i.e., statistical uncertainty and fuzziness or ambiguity. 
This paper deals with the study of fuzzy measures and fuzzy mappings. In 
Section 2 basic algebraic and topological structure theorems for the collection of 
fuzzy subsets of a set are presented. Section 3 contains the basic results on 
collections of fuzzy sets that are germane to the study of fuzzy measures. In 
Section 4 the concept of a fuzzy measure is introduced and its basic properties 
are studied. Finally in Section 5 we present some results on fuzzy mappings. 
/V&Zti0?2. R and N denote the set of real numbers and the set of integers 
respectively. I&,+ and N,, denote the set of nonnegative reals and nonnegative 
integers respectively. The collection of fuzzy subsets of a set Q is denoted by 
F(Q), i.e., fEF(Q) * f: .Q + [0, 11. 
2. STRUCTURE THEOREMS 
In this section basic algebraic and topological structure theorems for the 
collection F(D) of fuzzy subsets of a set Q are presented. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let f, g E F(Q). Then 
(a) f<giff VucQ,f(w)<gg(w); 
(b) VW E Q, (f v d (~1 -f(w) v g(w); 
(c) t/w EQ, (fhd(W) =f(w) AR(W)* 
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2.2 PROPOSITION. (i) (F(Q), V, A) is a complete distributive lattice with 
zero and one; (ii) (P(Q), V, A) is not in general complemented; (iii) F(Q) is V-con- 
tinuous, i.e., fob’, G C F(Q) *f A (V(g: g E G}) = V{j A g: g E G}. 
Proof is straightforward and will not be presented here. 
2.3 DEFINITION. Let f cF(SZ). Then 
f* = V{g:gEF(D)andg~f=O}. 
It is a trivial exercise to show that V’EEF(Q), f * = xN, , where Nf = (w: 
f(w) = O}. A simple computation shows that f * v f ** = 1, hence (F(Q), V, A) 
is a Stone lattice [cf. 4, p. 1611. Summarizing the above results we get the 
following theorem on the algebraic structure of F(Q). 
2.4 THEOREM (Algebraic Structure). (F(Q), V, A) is a complete V-continuous 
Stone lattice. 
Next we investigate the topological structure ofP(D). There are two topologies 
of interest for F(Q) namely the weak topology TV (topology of pointwise con- 
vergence) and the strong topology T. (topology of uniform convergence). 
2.5 THEOREM (Weak Topology). (F(Q), T,) . as a completely regular topological 
space. Moreover it is compact iffit is closed in [0, 11”. 
Proof. See [7, p. 2711. 
Let B(Q) = {f:f~ Ro and supw if(w)1 < co}. F or eachfEB(Q), let lifli = 
sup, 1 f(w)1 . The following result is well known [cf. 31. 
2.6 THEOREM. (i) (B(Q), I/ * 11) is a Banach space; 
(ii) B(Q) is not in generaE rejexive; 
(iii) B(Q) is separable if L? is discrete. 
Let U = (f:f E B(Q) and ilfll < 1). Then clearly F(Q) C U. Summarizing 
we have 
2.7 THEOREM (Strong Topology). (F(Q), 7,) is a subset of the unit ball of the 
Banach space (B(Q), 11 . 11). 
3. CLASSES OF FUZZY SETS 
Let Q be a set. In this section we present the basic results on subsets of F(Q) 
that are germane to the study of fuzzy measures. 
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3.1 DEFINITION. Let A GF(Q). Then we say that 
(a) AisanF-algebraiff(i)l~A;(ii)j~A~1--j~A;(iii)j,gtrA~ 
.fvgEA; 
(b) A is an F-u-algebra iff (i) and (ii) as in (a); (iii) (j,J a sequence in 
A * V,j,cA; 
(c) A is an F-monotone class iff (fn) a monotone sequence in A 3 
lim,,, fn E A. 
It is trivial to show that an F-algebra is a sublattice of F(G) with zero and one, 
while an F-u-algebra is a u-complete sublattice of F(Q) with zero and one. 
3.2 THEOREM. Let A CF(Q). Then 3 a smallest F-a&ebra alg.(A), a smallest 
F-o-algebra, a-alg.(A), and a smallest F-monotone class M.C.(A) containing A. 
Proof. Identical to the classical case [cf. 21. 
3.3 DEFINITION. alg.(A), o-alg.(A), and M.C.(A) given by the above theorem 
are called the F-algebra, the F-a-algebra, and the F-monotone class generated by 
A respectively. 
3.4 THEOREM. An F-algebra is an F-u-algebra t# it is an F-monotone class. 
Proof is straightforward and will not be presented here. 
3.5 THEOREM. Let A be an F-algebra. Then o-alg.(A) = M.C.(A). 
Proof. See [6, Thm. 2.101. 
3.6 COROLLARY. If an F-monotone class contains an F-algebra, then it contains 
the F-a-algebra generated by that F-algebra. 
4. FUZZY MEASURES 
In this section the rudiments of the theory of measure on a class of fuzzy 
subsets of Q will be presented. As before let D be a set and F(Q) be the lattice 
of fuzzy subsets of Q. 
4.1 DEFINITION. We say that (Q, A) is an F-measurable space iff A is an 
F-u-algebra over 52. 
4.2 DEFINITION. Let (~5, V, A) be a lattice. Then we say that p is an isotone 
zraluationonLiff(i)CL:L~[W;(ii)a,bEL,a~b~~(a)~~(b);(iii)a,bEL~ 
,+ v 4 + da * b) = 44 + Ab). 
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For a complete discussion of valuations on a lattice, see [l]. 
4.3 DEFINITION. Let (Q, A) be an F-measurable space. Then we say that 
p is an F-measure on A iff (i) p is an isotone valuation on A; (ii) ~(0) = 0; 
(iii) <JI> C A, fi t (J>f * p(f) = lim,+m I. 
4.4 DEFINITION. We say that (Q, A, p) is an F-measure space iff (52, A) is an 
F-measurable space and p is an F-measure on A. 
Note that since p is isotone and ~(0) = 0, the range of p is a subset of non- 
negative reals. 
4.5 THEOREM (Countable Additivity). Let (Q, A, CL) be an F-measure space. 
Then (fi> C A, f< A fj = 0, z’ #i * p[Vfil = EL”=, p(fi)- 
Proof. Let n > 1, g, =fi vfi ..., Vfn . Clearly g, 7 Vfi . Hence p(Vf,) = 
lim n-m p(g,). Using the fact that /L is a valuation one can easily show that 
Vn > 1, PL(&) = Z=l CL(h). 
Remark. To develop a reasonable theory of measure, postulate (iii) in 
Definition 4.3 has to be imposed. The following example shows that countable 
additivity does not imply (iii) in Definition 4.3. 
4.6 EXAMPLE. Let 0 = [0, l] and Vn > 1, VW E J2, f,(w) = (n + 1)-l, 
gJw> = 1 - (rz + 1)-l. Let A - {f, ,g,: n 3 l} u (0, l}. It is trivial to show 
that (a, A) is an F-measurable space. Let ~(0) = 0, p(l) = 1, and Vn 2 1, 
p(fn) = p(g,) = i. It is easy to show that p is countably additive. However 
cL(Vg,J = P( 1) = 1 and lim,L+a cr(g,) = 3. 
4.7 DEFINITION. An F-measure space (Q, A, p) is called an F-probability 
space iff ~(1) = 1. 
4.8 THEOREM (Countable Subadditivity). Let (0, A, ,u) be an F-measure 
space. Then 
<fi> C A => TV ( Vfi) G $I /-4fi). 
Proof. Let 11 E N, . Then 
/L 
( 
v {f$ i = 1, 2,..., ?z} 1 
= CL [fl v ( v (fi: 2. = 2, -., n,)] 
= w(fJ + /J ( v {fi: i = 2 ,..., n,) - CL [fi A ( v (fi: i = 2 ,.., n>)] 
<~(fi)-tFL ( V{fi:i=2,...,n) . 1 
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Repeating the above argument one can easily show that 
Taking limits on both sides of the above inequality and using the continuity of TV 
the desired result follows. 
4.8 THEOREM (Superadditivity). Let (Sz, A, y) be an F-measure space. Then 
{f*: x E fl} c A, V~AEA 
fA f! fn, = 0 for h f A’ * P (Vf~j 3 ~P(.~A). 
Proof. Immediate consequence of finite additivity and monotonicity of CL. 
4.9 PROPOSITION. Let (Q, A, CL) b e an F-measure space and N, = (f : f E A 
and p(f) = 01. Then N, is a u-ideal of A. 
Proof. Let f E N, , g E A and g <f. Since /I is isotone, p(g) < p(f) = 0. 
Hence g E N, . Next, let (fi> C N, . Then by subadditivity we have 
P ( Vfij < f P(fi) = 0. 
i=l 
Since JJ is &,+-valued, p[VfJ = 0. Hence Vf; E N, . 
Remark. A number of results in measure theory involve the concept of 
difference of two sets. If one adopts the natural definition f \g = f A (1 - g), 
then it is not true that f <g * g = f v (g\f). Because of this an F-measure 
is not in general subtractive. 
It should be pointed out that the probability measure of fuzzy events intro- 
duced by Zadeh [IO] is in fact an F-measure. 
5. FUZZY MAPPINGS 
Let Qi and Qa be sets and F(Q, F(Q) be the corresponding lattices of fuzzy 
subsets of .C$ and Qa . 
5.1 DEFINITION. We say that # is afuzzy mapping of Q, to Qa if(i) 4: iR, x Qa 
+ [O, 11; (ii) Vwr E Q, , sup($(w, , wZ): wa E QJ = I. 
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5.2 DEFINITION. Let 4 be a fuzzy mapping of G’, to Sz, . Then we say that 
Tti is the inverse image operator associated with # iff Vf EF(QJ, VW, E 9, , 
Recall that F(Q) C Ui , i = I, 2, where Ui is the unit ball of B(QJ. (See Sec- 
tion 2.) 
The following theorem gives the basic properties of the inverse image operator. 
5.3 THEOREM. Let # be a fuzzy mapping on Q, to Q, and let T = T* . Then 
(i) T(0) = 0, T(1) = 1; 
(ii) T is order preserving; 
(iii) f, g E F(SZ,) =S T(f v g) = Tf v Tg and T(f A g) < Tf A Tg; 
(iv) /j T /( = 1 where jl . j( is the operator normfrom (F(QJ, 7,) to (F(QJ, T,); 
(4 (fn> a sequence in F(-QJ, fn t f 5 Tfn t Tf; 
(vi) (fn) a sequence in F(Q,), fn 1 f does not imply that Tfn --f Tf pointwise; 
(vii) (fn) a sequence in F(QJ, f,, + f uniformly =S Tf,, -+ Tf strongly. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are obvious. 
(iii) Let f, g E F(QJ and w1 E .Q, . Then 
[T(f ” g)1(4 
= v GkJ1 ?w2) * (f (4 v gG-4): w2 E Q2> 
= v W(Wl , w2) * f (w2)) v CfxQJl 7 4 A &J2>): a2 E Q2) 
= 
[ 
v MWl 3 w2) Af bJ2): w2 E Q2> ” 
I [ 
v Mw1 ? w2> * &2): w2 E 522) 1 
= (Tf) (4 ” (Tg) (w2). 
Next, 
[T(f A k91(4 
= v MWI 7 QJ2) * (f kJ2) A g(w2)): % E J-22) 
= v h+J1 7 WP) * f GJJ2N A ($GJl 7 w2> * dw2)): % E Q2> 
< 
[ 
v MWl P w2) * f (w2): wz E Q2> 1 [ * v #(WI 1 w2) * g(w2): w2 E Q2> 1 
G (Tf) (4 * (Tg) (WI). 
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(iv) Let f E F(Q,). Then 
Therefore /I T 1) < 1. Letting f = 1 it follows immediately that jj T // = 1. 
(v) Let (f,J be a sequence in F(Qs), f,, tJ Then by (ii) (TfJ is an 
increasing sequence in F(Qi). Let E > 0 and wr E Q, . Then 38, E Sz, such that 
(Tf) (4 - #(WI 9 4) * f (4 < 42. (1) 
Since VW, E Sz, , w2 E SC& , $(wr , wa) A fJw2) f #(wi , WJ A f (ws), 3N such that 
Vn > N 
*(WI 7 &) * f(h) - ~(~1 ?4 A fn(G) < 42. (2) 
Combining (1) and (2) we have Vn > N 
(Tf > (4 - #(WI ,&I h fi44) < E. (3) 
Therefore Vn > N 
0 G (Tf > (4 - Kfn) (4 
< (Tf I(4 - #(WI ,kt) * M&J 
< E. 
Hence Tfn t Tf. 
(vi) Let fir = [0, 1 J, F(Qr) = (f: f: [0, I] + [0, I]}, 52, = R,, , F(Q2) = 
{g: g: R,, ---f [0, l]), #(wr , wa) E 1 and n > 1, fn(wz) = ixto,nl . It is trivial 
to show that fn 1 f where VW, E Q, , f (ma) = +. But Vn 3 1, VW, E G’, , ( Tfn) (cq) 
= I. 
(vii) Let ( fn) be a sequence in F(Qs) and fn -+ f uniformly. Then given 
E > 0, 3N such that Vn 3 N, VW, E Qz , 1 fn(wz) - f (wz)/ < c/9. It is trivial to 
show that Vn > N, VCIJ~ E Q, , VW, E Q2 , 
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Hence 1% + Tf uniformly. 
5.4 COROLLARY. Let # be a fuzzy mapping of I& into Q, . Then T+ is 7S to rS 
continuous but is not 7w to 7w continuous. 
5.5 DEFINITION. We say that II, is an F-measurable function on Sz, to 52, iff it 
is a fuzzy mapping of Q, to Q, and V’EF(QJ, TJf) EF(.QJ. 
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